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	Restoring Justice: An Introduction to Restorative Justice, Fifth Edition, offers a clear and convincing explanation of restorative justice, a movement within criminal justice with growing worldwide influence. It explores the broad appeal of this new vision and offers a brief history of its development. The book presents a theoretical foundation for the principles and values of restorative justice and develops its four cornerpost ideas of encounter, amends, inclusion and reintegration. After exploring how restorative justice ideas and values may be integrated into policy and practice, it presents a series of key issues commonly raised about restorative justice, summarizing various perspectives on each.

	
		Van Ness and Strong are renowned scholars in the field of restorative justice.
	
		This edition places special emphasis on the importance of inclusion in restorative justice -the opportunity for direct and active involvement of the victim, offender, and community in the procedures that follow a crime.
	
		A helpful appendix includes a visual case study that helps illustrate the concepts of the text.
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Principles of Biomechanics (Mechanical Engineering)CRC Press, 2008
Research and study in biomechanics has grown dramatically in recent years, to the extent that students, researchers, and practitioners in biomechanics now outnumber those working in the underlying discipline of mechanics itself. Filling a void in the current literature on this specialized niche, Principles of Biomechanics provides...
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Innovative Technologies for Information Resources Management (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2007
As information resources management becomes increasingly dependent on emerging technologies to combat its challenges and decipher its effective strategies, the demand builds for a critical mass of research in this area.
Innovative Technologies for Information Resources Management brings together compelling content related to...
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Beginning Java SE 6 Platform: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2007
Beginning Java™ SE 6 Platform: From Novice to Professional steers you through the maze of the new Java Standard Edition (SE) 6 core and desktop platform and its programming API and concepts. You will learn these through action and example. Individual chapters introduce a particular API area, discuss the API, and provide a hands-on...
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Pro NuGet (Professional Apress)Apress, 2012

	NuGet is a free, open source, package management tool for the .NET platform. It is developed by Microsoft and has been contributed to the ASP.NET Gallery on Outercurve Foundation, formerly known as the Codeplex Foundation. It also ships as part of the ASP.NET MVC 3 tooling. NuGet enables .NET developers to easily find packages, including any...
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Cervical Cancer: A Guide for NursesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	This is a comprehensive guide to cervical cancer for nurses. It is a practically-based text for clinical nurses who wish to consolidate and update their knowledge of cervical cancer. It is concise, containing comprehensive information for general practice together with useful references to facilitate more in-depth study. Thus it provides an...
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InDesign CS4 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
InDesign just keeps getting better—and so does this book!

Whether you come from PageMaker®, QuarkXPress®, or InDesign CS3, if you want to make the switch to InDesign CS4, you've come to the right place. This in-depth guide shows you step by step how to get the most out of this innovative software, from better text...
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